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    Argenta uses cookies to make your visit to the website more pleasant. By accepting these cookies, we can better respond to your needs and preferences. You can always change the cookie settings and refuse analytical cookies.
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    These cookies are necessary for the proper functioning of www.argenta.eu.
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                    	Your session is secured.


	You will see the default version of our website. The content on our website will not be adapted to your preferences.
	You will see random advertisements.
	Your surfing behavior will not be used to improve our website. 
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    These cookies collect and measure data about the usage of www.argenta.eu and provide a more personal and customer-friendly experience on the website.
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	We display personalized content on www.argenta.eu based on, for example, your surfing behaviour or other personal information, such as your region. 
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    We’d love to help you out, but the page you’re looking for doesn’t exist.




    







    
    

    	Maybe you were looking for our contact details?
	Or did you want to look at financial information?
	None of that? Then please check out our homepage, where you will find links to all our information.
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